The adjoint optimization method has been well developed and applied in the field of aviation. In this paper, the adjoint method is used to optimize the head shape of a simplified high-speed train, and the feasibility of this method in aerodynamic shape optimization of high speed-trains is discussed. The optimization results show that the aerodynamic drag coefficient of the optimized train is 0.9% lower than that of the original one, while the main feature of the head shape is not changed significantly. The adjoint method has important engineering application value in the aerodynamic optimization of high-speed trains.
INTRODUCTION
The air resistance of the train is approximately proportional to the square of the train speed. When the train speed is in the range of 250km/h~300km/h, the air resistance accounts for 75%~80% of the total resistance of the train. Therefore, the research on drag reduction of high-speed train mainly focuses on reducing air resistance, especially the air resistance of train head [1] . In recent years, researchers have done a lot of researches on the optimization of the head shape of high-speed trains [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The general ideas behind these optimizations are as follows: The shape change of the train is driven by a parameterization process; The aerodynamic forces are computed using response surface [3] , or Kriging [5] surrogate models instead of using CFD calculation directly; The optimization algorithm adopts genetic algorithm [2, 5] , or other global methods; The objective function includes both single objective ________________________ Research and Development Center, CRRC Qingdao Sifang Co., Ltd., 88 Jinhongdong Road, Qingdao, China. drag reduction [4] and multi-objective [6, 7] drag and noise reduction and so on. Global optimization algorithm can search for more abundant geometric shape space, but with the number of design variables increasing, the amount of calculation increases significantly. The global optimization algorithm based on the surrogate model solves the computational complexity to some extent, but the construction of the surrogate model is affected by the range of design variables and the distribution of sample points. The gradient-based optimization algorithm has strong local optimization ability, but the method needs to know the gradient of the objective function to the design variables, that is, the sensitivity information. Traditional sensitivity analysis method is directly proportional to the number of design variables, and the computational cost is also very large. Based on control theory, Jameson [8] proposed the adjoint method, which can be used to calculate the sensitivity and the computational cost is independent of the design variables. In recent years, more and more researchers turned their attention back to this method.
In view of the design process of high-speed train head shape, the optimum selection method is widely adopted in order to save research and development time. Designers first designed a number of train head shapes based on experience, then numerical simulation and wind tunnel tests for these train heads were carried out, and finally the aerodynamic performance of all train heads are compared and the optimal head shape was selected. The head shape of CRH380A high-speed train is designed through this method. At the end of the head design process, the overall shape of the train head and its main features have been identified. At this stage, head shape parameters, such as the width and height of the nose cone, have become the design input of other disciplines, and the shape of head should not be changed greatly. At this stage, the adjoint method can be used to fine tune the details of the head part, and further improve the aerodynamic performance without causing a big change in the shape of the head. Therefore, this method has important engineering application value.
The adjoint optimization method has been applied in aerodynamic optimization of aeronautical aircraft and transonic cascade [9] [10] [11] [12] . The aerodynamic shape optimizations of complex shapes such as airfoil, wing and wing-body configurations were carried out, and it has been proved a great success in terms of the design theory, adaptability and time cost. However, there is little literature on the aerodynamic optimization of the head shape of a high-speed train by using the adjoint method. In this paper, we employ the open source code SU2 and commercial software StarCCM + to explore the feasibility of the adjoint method in the optimization of the head shape of high-speed trains.
BASIC THEORY OF ADJOINT METHOD
The adjoint method is based on system control theory of partial differential equations. The boundary of the object is taken as the control function, and the objective function gradient is taken as the output. The aerodynamic optimization problem is transformed into the optimal control problem. Under this framework, the flow control equation is introduced into the objective function in the form of Lagrange multipliers as an equality constraint, thus the constraint problem is transformed into an unconstrained problem.
Aerodynamic shape optimization of high speed trains focuses on aerodynamic indexes such as resistance and lift. These aerodynamic indexes are related to the flow field variables w and the boundary shape F. Therefore, we can write the objective function as follows:
The adjoint equation is solved, and then the gradient vector G T is computed. The deformation of the head shape takes the following form: (9) where λ is a sufficiently small positive number. So, (10) After shape deformation is completed, the flow field and adjoint equation are solved again, and the next optimization loop is reached until the objective function reaches the minimum. The fluid flow control equations used in this paper are the Navier-Stokes equations, and we will not discuss this in detail since it is out of the scope of this paper. The detailed formula and the derivation process can be referred to [13, 14] .
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL SETUP
In order to reduce the amount of calculation, we use a simplified three car model for our optimization. The ratio of the model to the real vehicle is 1:10, the length is about 5m, the height is about 0.35m, and the shape of the model head is shown in figure 1 . The model does not take into account the pantograph and bogies, and the parts below the train nose are removed, so the whole car body is very smooth. Figure  2 shows the computational domain. The length of the domain is 50m, and the height is 7m. The surface of the train is non-slip wall boundary, the surface ABDC is velocity inlet boundary, the surface EFHG is pressure outlet, and the other surfaces are symmetry boundaries. Constant density model was adopted, air density was 1.225kg/m3, and the inlet velocity was 70m/s. The polyhedron mesh is divided by StarCCM+, and three-layer boundary layer is reserved at the wall, with a total thickness of 5mm. Figure 3 shows the mesh distribution on the head wall and the symmetry surface of the train. The mesh near the wall is dense, and is gradually thinned with the distance from the wall. The number of volume cells is about 850,000 and the number of grid vertices is about 4 million. The deformation of the train surface is controlled by a set of control points near the surface. Changes in the control point position will cause the train shape to change accordingly. In this paper, only the shape of the train head is optimized, and the distribution of the control points near the head is shown in Figure 4 . All the control points are distributed on the offset surface with a constant distance from the surface of the vehicle. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, drag reduction optimization of train head shape is carried out, and the objective function is taken as drag coefficient. The specific optimization process is as follows: firstly, the steady state flow field is calculated, and the residuals of the flow field variables converge as far as possible to machine zero. Then, run the adjoint flow solver and get the sensitivity of the objective function to each flow variable. Finally, the sensitivity information is projected to the control points, and the head shape is changed by the movement of the control points. Repeat the above optimization process until the new head shape meets the requirements. Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the momentum in X and Z directions. It can be seen that the sensitivity in certain regions including the nose cone, the windshield of driver's cabin, and the region near the head side edge is larger, indicating that the change of the shape of these regions has more obvious effect on the aerodynamic resistance. After 7 optimization iterations, we got the final optimized head shape. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the optimized head shape with the original one. We can find that the nose has been lengthened and the nose height is increased, the windshield of the driver's cabin is slightly lower, and the sides of the head slightly shrink inward. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the head profile on the symmetry plane for each iterative step. It can be confirmed that the nose cone moves forward and upward, and the windshield parts moves downward with the steps of iteration increases. This shape evolution is beneficial to reduce flow separation and reduce pressure resistance. Figure 8 compares the pressure changes around the head before and after optimization. As can be seen from figure 8, the pressure at the stagnation point in front of the nose cone remains the same, but the pressure changes more slowly along the train length due to the change of the head shape. Figure 9 shows the convergence history of the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is 0.1587 for the original model, and 0.1573 for the optimized model, 0.9% less than the original model. Taking into account that our original model has good aerodynamic drag performance, the 0.9% drag reduction means that the adjoint method is feasible for the high-speed train aerodynamic optimization. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a simplified model of a high-speed train is optimized by using the adjoint method, and the objective function for this optimization is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. Although the original model has very good streamline shape, and has very good aerodynamic drag performance, the drag coefficient is still reduced by 0.9% without significantly changing the head shape. This shows that the adjoint method in the high-speed train aerodynamic shape optimization is feasible. Moreover, the computational cost of this method is independent of the number of design variables, so the method has a good prospect of engineering application. Future work will focus on constrained and multi-objective adjoint optimization.
